


Freaky Cool Flounder
 All about this cool flatfish of Fall. - By Chester Moore

You Lucky Dolphin
It’s good luck when a dolphin follows your boat, but what 
makes them do it?

Fishermen Superstitions
Fourteen things some fishermen believe could help or hurt 
their fishing trips.

Activities and Games
Test your skills and solve fun puzzles!

MORE Kids Fishin’
More kids from all over the nation show off their trophies.

Kids Fishin’
Kids from all over the nation show off their trophies.
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Since I was a little boy, I have been interested in 
strange creatures and flounder are super strange.

Unlike most fish, they are flat. Flat like a pancake 
in fact, and they use this to their advantage by hiding in 
the sand and mud and waiting for their prey to swim by 
so they can attack.

Both of their eyes are on the same side of the body, but 
they are born with eyes set apart like normal fish. Early 
in their life, these eyes gradually move to one side. 

Weird, huh??
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If that’s not strange enough, flounder will adapt their 
color to the bottom they hide in and can show bright 
white spots when stressed. Sometimes they use the 
white spots to break up their pattern on the bottom as a 
kind of camouflage.

Flounder are a small to medium-sized fish with the 
world record southern flounder weighing 20 pounds, 9 
ounces. This huge flatfish was caught in Florida.

Most are much smaller and most anglers consider a five 
pound fish to be a really big one.

Fall is the best time to catch flounder because they leave 
from the bay systems and marshes to the Gulf of Mexico 
to spawn. They use fish “passes” to move between these 
key points.

A pass acts like a funnel and is usually a stretch of ship 
channel linking the Gulf and bays. Flounder can be 
caught along the shorelines, from piers and also fishing 
in deeper water. When cold fronts blow through, they 
push flounder out toward the Gulf so this the best time 
to try and fish for them.

The most popular baits for flounder are live mud 
minnows and small mullet dragged slowly across the 
bottom. Flounder will hit the bait and hold onto it for 
a bit before swallowing. It is best to wait at least 10 
seconds before setting the hook, so if you feel a “thump” 
begin your countdown.

Since flounder congregate in groups ranging from a few 
individuals to several dozen, especially during migration, 
make lots of casts. Try to cover every square inch of 
key flounder habitat in a given area. Throw to one spot; 
then, throw a foot or two over with your next cast until 
you’ve covered the entire area. It often pays to work the 

same 
spots over 

twice. You may miss 
the exact spot by a few inches. Since 

flounder will sit in one spot a long time, you must cover 
lots of ground.

Flounder are one of the best tasting fish in the ocean. 
They are excellent baked, grilled and fried. It is good 
however to release the really big ones because they are 
females and produce many eggs that produce lots of 
flounder. A good practice is to keep the smaller, legal-
sized fish and put back the big ones.

Flounder have big, sharp teeth so be careful when 
handling them. They use them to capture the baitfish 
they like to eat as they sit on the bottom, seemingly 
hiding from the other fish in their own unique world on 
the bottom of our bays.

Chester Moore is the founder of the Kingdom 
Zoo: Education Center. You can learn more at 
www.kingdomzoo.com. He is also Editor-In-
Chief of CCA’s partner 
Texas Fish & 
Game.
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 *Have an adult help you with steps 1 and 2!

1. Place 1 cup of the juice in a bowl; sprinkle with the gelatin and let stand for 2 
minutes. In a small saucepan, bring the remaining 3 cups of juice to a boil.

2. Pour the hot juice over the gelatin mixture and stir until the gelatin is dissolved. 
Add the food coloring to get the desired color. Let cool to room temperature.

3. Add grapes to the bottom of our fish bowl, then slowly pour the gelatin water 
mixture into your fish bowl.

5. Carefully place your gum pieces into the gelatin, sticking out from the grapes, like sea 
grass coming out of the sea floor.

6. Refrigerate until firm.

7. Before serving, use a small knife to make vertical cuts in the gelatin and insert your fish with the 
tip of a wooden skewer. (If you’re using candy fish, they might dissolve if you put them in too early 
before serving.)

• 1 small fish bowl

• 4 cups white cranberry juice

• 3  .25-ounce envelopes unflavored gelatin

• 1 to 3 drops blue food coloring

• Green and red grapes (sea floor)

• Green chewing gum, thinly sliced lengthwise (sea grass)

• Candy or plastic fish or sea creatures

Ingredients

directions
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